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Dear Pliobael Cohen, 

Per your request of 6/20 you have my permission for thin normal amount of 

use of the four items. As in a review, 

I would not describe the factual representations as theories. 

I did report certain fats about the Dal-Tea nil ling. While this was many years 

ago I am not aw7re that I converted it into a theory. 

iy ipresoion is that you plan to replow plowed ground. 

However, I do not ant to be included uith all the nutty stuff that has been 

dreamed up. Ilor do I want special interpretations placed on my work to make it 

appear: as theorising of social kinds when it is not. 

You say in a letter that really tells me little about what you have in mind that 

you have me down for the four mentioned theories. What am I to take from the item 

'3) The Paine 6arage' as a theory. How does it become a theory that the better shot from 

the TSBD was to lioustanT 

The more 1 try to understand what you may have iu mind 7132,1 do not say the more 

I think I'd prefer to be left out of this. 

Fact is good enough for me. Anyone who finds my work theorizing does not under- 

stand my work. If he does not understand it I do not want him to use it, f.-arin misuse. 

I've brought much out in the more than a decade since publishing the most recent 

of the items you say you are intareazed in. 

Sincerely, 
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